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Convergence in ﬁnite oscillator spaces
CalculaOons are performed in ﬁnite oscillator spaces. How can one reliably
extrapolate to inﬁnity? What is the equivalent of Lüscher’s formula for the
harmonic oscillator basis [Lüscher, Comm. Math. Phys. 104, 177 (1986)] ?
Convergence in momentum space (UV) and in posiOon space (IR) needed

[Stetcu et al., PLB (2007); Hagen et al., PRC (2010); Jurgenson et al., PRC (2011); Coon
et al., PRC (2012)]
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Nucleus needs to “ﬁt” into basis: • Nuclear radius R < L
• cutoﬀ of interacOon Λ < ΛUV

Number of s‐wave eigenstates with p2 < k2

Spectrum of the operator p2 in the HO basis
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• At low momentum, number of states increases linearly with increasing momentum
• Spectrum looks like that of the momentum operator in a box

EigenfuncOons of p2 with lowest eigenvalues in oscillator basis
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EigenfuncOons look like those from a box of size L2.
AsymptoOc (near the wall) diﬀerence is high‐momentum eﬀect.

Model of a hard wall at L2 is in the spirit of EFT
ground state in HO basis (blue) vs. ground state in spherical
box of size L2 (red) at N=8.

Fourier transforms

Fourier transforms
diﬀer only at large
momentum

The diﬀerence between the HO basis and a box of size L2 can not be
resolved at low momentum

Model‐independent approach via S‐matrix
The wall at L is in the asymptoOc region  S‐matrix

Parameterize S‐matrix

in terms of expansion around bound‐state pole

Only observables enter the S‐matrix (and the IR correcOon)

Furnstahl, More, TP, arXiv:1312.6876

Error plots for square well (angular momenta l=0,1,2)

Furnstahl, More, TP, arXiv:1312.6876

ElectromagneOc transiOons in deformed nuclei
“Complete” spectrum of 168 Er [Davidson et al., J. Phys. G 7, 455 (1981)]
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SeparaOon of scale: ξ << Ω<<Λ

Key features of geometric collecOve model
✓ RotaOonal bands on top of vibraOonal band heads
✓ Strong in‐band E2 transiOons
✓ Weaker inter‐band E2 transiOons
✓ Spectra are reproduced rather well
✗Inter‐band transiOons are factors 2‐10 too strong
[Garres, J. Phys. G 27 (2001) R1; Rowe & Wood
“Fundamentals of Nuclear Models” (2010)]
Consistent coupling of EM ﬁelds addresses this problem

EﬀecOve theory: SSB from SO(3)SO(2)
Inﬁnite ferromagnet

Finite deformed nucleus

RotaOon of individual (local) spins
• Operator
exp(‐i ψx(x,y,z,t) Jx ‐i ψy(x,y,z,t) Jy)

RotaOon of individual nucleons
• Operator g u with
g = exp(‐i αx(t) Jx ‐i αy(t) Jy)
u = exp(‐i ψx(x,y,z,t) Jx ‐i ψy(x,y,z,t) Jy)
• nonlinear realizaOon of SO(3)
• Nambu‐Goldstone modes: quanOzed
vibraOons
• A total rotaOon (purely Ome‐dependent
mode with no spaOal dependence) is
allowed! It connects equivalent Hilbert
spaces, and restores rotaOonal symmetry
• In a large system with A nucleons
Erot~ A‐5/3 << Evib~A‐2/3

• nonlinear realizaOon of SO(3)
• Nambu‐Goldstone modes: spin waves
• A total rotaOon (purely Ome‐dependent
mode with no spaOal dependence) is
excluded because it connects inequivalent
Hilbert spaces
[Leutwyler 1994; Román & Soto 1999;
Hofmann 1999; Bär, Imboden, Wiese 2004;
Kämpfer, Moser, Wiese 2005]

[TP 2011; TP & Weidenmüller 2014]

EﬀecOve theory for deformed nuclei: rotaOons
Nambu‐Goldstone modes parameterize coset SO(3)/SO(2) ~ S2 (the 2‐sphere)
Pure rotaOons equivalent to parOcle on a sphere

Electro‐magneOc coupling is standard (minimal coupling)

Formally idenOcal to Haldane’s 1983 treatment of quantum Hall eﬀect in spherical geometry

EﬀecOve theory for deformed nuclei: vibraOons
VibraOons are quadrupole modes (3 addiOonal degrees of freedom because 2 are
realized as rotaOons)

vibraOons
coupled to
rotaOons

total angular momentum

Electro‐magneOc coupling is again minimal coupling (seems not to be used before)

Results
1. At leading order in EM couplings: (strong) in‐band transiOons
2. At next‐to‐leading order in EM couplings: weaker inter‐band transiOons

Diﬀerence to phenomenological models
• Consistent descripOon of EM currents and Hamiltonian
• Higher‐order kineOc terms (models focus on variaOon of the potenOal)
• Power counOng in ξ/Ω and Ω/Λ and kEM/Mass
• The deviaOons between the Bohr model and data for inter‐band transiOons (β g.s.)
is interpreted as a need to include pairing. EFT suggests that this is not necessarily so.
• EFT view: Geometric models exclude physics (because they model surface
oscillaOons)

Results for

168Er

B(E2, if) in e2b2

EﬀecOve theory:

AdiabaOc
Bohr model
5.92

• Gauging of Lagrangian yields EM
currents consistent with Hamiltonian
• Power counOng also for EM
couplings
• Richer structure than geometric
model; more parameters in a
systemaOc expansion

a Baglin, Nucl. Data Sheets 111, 1807
(2010)
b Lehmann et al., Phys. Rev. C 57,
569 (1998)
c Value employed to adjust low‐
energy constant

[Toño Coello and TP, in preparaOon]

0.568

0.0391

RotaOonal constants of two‐phonon γγ bands
EﬀecOve theory predicts rotaOonal constants depend linearly on number of phonons

predicOon

Summary
• ExtrapolaOons to inﬁnite model spaces
• Finite oscillator space pracOcally induces hard wall at r=L
• IdenOfy lowest momentum as π/L
• Model‐independent IR extrapolaOon formulae for energies and radii
• EﬀecOve theory for deformed nuclei
• consistent descripOon of EM currents and Hamiltonian
• correctly describes strength of inter‐band E2 transiOons
• small decrease of rotaOonal constants for γγ bands predicted

Eigenvalues κ2 of p2 in oscillator basis for angular momenta l=0,1,2
xl= 1st zero of jl

Furnstahl, More, TP, arXiv:1312.6876

Results for
B(E2, if) in e2b2

166Er

a Fahlander et al, Nucl. Phys. A 537,
183 (1992).
b Value employed to adjust low‐
energy constant

[Toño Coello and TP, in preparaOon]

